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his master's service acted in the capacity of a factor, and the
profitable opportunities which this afforded for private trade
explain the high premiums, as compared with the more moder-
ate fees paid to merchants who did not send their apprentices
abroad *. The trust reposed in the factors by their masters
was frequently abused. As early as 1590 London merchants
stated that the factors whom they had sent out to Genoa in
charge of goods to a great value had absconded to Algiers 2.
In the next century the frauds committed by commercial
agents abroad became the burden of incessant complaints 3.
English firms also had correspondents on the Continent, who
acted for them on commission 4.
The economic activities of the Middle Ages had "been. Reasons
organized on a corporate basis: agriculture was regulated *£££
by the village community and industry by the gilds. The trading-
extension of the principle of association to foreign commerce
was thus in harmony with the traditional framework of
mediaeval society. " It hath ever been ", wrote Misselden,
" a policy of this State to reduce the trades of merchants of
this kingdom into corporations and societies for the advance-
ment of trade by the benefit of order and government" 5; and
Bacon concluded that " trading in companies is most agree-
able to the English nature " s. The peculiar circumstances
in which oversea trade was then carried on imposed on
merchants the functions which belonged to the province of
the State—conciliating the favour of foreign potentates with
presents, maintaining embassies, erecting forts, and repressing
piracy. The problem of piracy, in particular, was a serious
one in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries 7. In the
North Sea merchants suffered great losses at the hands of the
Dunkirkers. 'Our merciless enemies*, the mayor of Hull
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